How many badass women have made an impact on you? You know the type, she appears
fearless in the face of adversity, takes risks you aren't comfortable with, and behind her
back those who merely observe and don't take the time to understand her mission, call her
crazy or out of control. From where do these renegade's hail? You'll find them in
classrooms, fitness studios, and government on a global scale. At some point, their need to
advocate for what they believed was right, overcame the discomfort of unwanted attention.
These women are here to take a stand, and they are here to stay.
These women don’t walk around wearing a badge of courage on their arm seeking
recognition for what they've done. Frankly, they put their accomplishments behind them and
move on to the next injustice at lightening speed.
As if courage were a distinct part of a woman's DNA, without the appearance of hesitation
these ladies move forward when the odds are against their success. They find strength in
God, their Creator, Great Spirit, and the Universe. They find inspiration to continue in the
seemingly smallest of things, such as a child taking their first step or a beautiful sunrise.
So what compels a woman to run head on into a challenge? Her drive gets fueled by one of
two things; the need to serve her community or the conviction there are greener pastures
on the other side of hardship.
These women have learned the hard way that to settle for the unjust simply to avoid
controversy is the easy way out and carries short lived success. Not many folks like to
make waves and will tolerate inappropriateness far too long.
These advocates for freedom, education, and equality subject themselves to scrutiny more
intense than a politician. Those who dare to be vulnerable initially feel uncomfortable, but
that doesn't stop them. Over time the discomfort lessens but rarely disappears, yet on they
march.
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For those who acknowledge the actions of such extraordinary women and intend to pay a
compliment by stating, "You are the strongest woman I know," please be aware they
understand you mean well but, don't always take your gesture as a compliment. When a
woman hears the word strong, it's because she's taken on something no one else would
want to. Her intent isn't to be a martyr. Instead, consider thanking her for what she's chosen
to defend or advocate.
For those of you who live to champion on behalf of those who cannot or will not, sometimes
life feels like a constant stream of battles. Thank you for your vigilance and having a
community to support you. The fire that burns brightly within you burns for so many.
For those of you on the cusp of service, there will always be someone that thinks your
courage looks more like foolishness, instead of trusting you can make an impact. Unto
yourself, you must be true and every moment you seize will fuel your Spirit. Thank you for
carrying the torch, following your heart, and your need to serve.
.

Don't forget to check us out on Facebook at
Healing Through Your Story. This Wednesday we go
LIVE at 6:30 pm EST. Join the conversation!
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